Our Privacy Policy
We value your privacy and want to make sure you (the Client) are aware of your options to control what
information about you is gathered by Barclay Educational Services and how this information is used.
In order to deliver our services, Barclay must collect, use and disclose personal information about you,
the Client. We will require basic information such as the Client’s name(s) and contact information as well
as detailed information about the Client’s academic background and other personal matters relevant to
the delivery of the services in an effective manner.
In cases where information about The Client’s Academic Background is collected, this information is for
information and guidance purposes only. It will not be distributed to any academic institutions or other
third parties without consent of The Client.
--We’ve recently made updates to our Privacy Policy to increase transparency and comply with the
European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). We encourage you to read the new
GDPR policy in full, but here are some highlights of what’s changed for us:
•
•

We have added information to website outlining our Privacy Policy about the types of data that we
collect, the ways in which we use it, and the measures we take to keep your data safe;
We have created new ways for Clients to manage their privacy and control what information we
send to them
---

The updates to our policies are in effect as of May 25, 2018.
Barclay requires the Client’s authorization and consent to disclose the personal information provided by
the Client to academic institutions and, if required, third party service providers. By executing this
Agreement, the Client hereby provides such authorization and consent.
Barclay will take all the reasonable measures to secure the personal information provided by the Client
and to ensure that it is used only for the intended purposes as set out above.
Barclay requires the Client’s consent to communicate via email. By executing this agreement, The Client
agrees that we may contact you with information, updates, and opportunities.

Dated this ____________________ day of ___________________, 2018

__________________________ (Name). ____________________________ (Signature)

